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Abstract 

This article focuses on identifying file-sharing peer-to-peer (P2P) (such as BitTorrent (BT)) traffic at the borders of a stub 
network. By analyzing protocols and traffic of applications, it is found that file-sharing P2P traffic of a single user differs greatly 
from traditional and other P2P (such as QQ) applications’ traffic in the distribution of involved remote hosts and remote ports.
Therefore, a method based on discreteness of remote hosts (RHD) and discreteness of remote ports (RPD) is proposed to identify 
BT-like traffic. This method only relies on flow information of each user host in a stub network, and no packet payload needs to
be monitored. At intervals, instant RHD for concurrent transmission control protocol and user datagram protocol flows for each 
host are calculated respectively through grouping flows by the stub network that the remote host of each flow belongs to. On 
given conditions, instant RPD are calculated through grouping flows by the remote port to amend instant RHD. Whether a host 
has been using a BT-like application or not can be deduced from instant RHD or average RHD for a period of time. The proposed 
method based on traffic characteristics is more suitable for identifying protean file-sharing P2P traffic than content-based methods. 
Experimental results show that this method is effective with high accuracy.  
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1  Introduction

There are many popular P2P systems tailored for sharing 
large files, network TV or music on the Internet, such as BT, 
PPLive, eMule, FastTrack, eDonkey, PPStream and KuGoo 
[1–4]. These P2P systems can overcome the limits of 
traditional download systems (Client/Server mode), and they 
have the features that the more users download the same file 
or enjoy the same network TV or music programs, the higher 
the download speed or the more uninterrupted play will be. 
The P2P traffic has accounted for about 40%–70% of Internet 
traffics [5]. The P2P systems can provide fast information 
sharing service by taking full advantage of peer 
communication capability to occupy more bandwidth than 
traditional applications. Because of finite bandwidth resource, 
however, file sharing P2P traffic is apt to result in poor 
performance of critical applications such as Web and E-mail. 
Thus, some internet service providers (ISP), enterprise 
networks, and campus networks may hope to take measures to 
limit the use of such P2P applications during working hours 
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or rush hours on the Internet. Broadband ISPs may also wish 
to limit P2P traffic to cut down the expenditure for upstream 
ISPs [6]. To those ends, file-sharing P2P traffic should be 
identified first. To describe conveniently, we classify BT-like 
P2P applications that usually establish as many P2P 
connections as possible when sharing large files or rich media 
[7] as class I, whereas those that often establish a few P2P 
connections as class II, such as QQ, Skype and MSN. 
Considering the high cost, it is not much possible and 
economical to restrict P2P efficiently at the core network, 
while it may be a sensible choice to control BT-like traffic at 
the borders of a stub network, where it is convenient to 
enforce policy-based traffic control on host granularity with 
acceptable costs. In this article, we focus on identifying class 
I P2P traffic at the borders of a stub network, and try to 
observe which hosts are generating class I P2P traffic, to 
render restriction of class I P2P traffic on host granularity 
possible.

The commonly used methods for application recognition or 
traffic identification are content-based methods, such as those 
based on port numbers or application signatures [4,8–12]. 
However, because of the arbitrariness of the design and 
implementation of P2P protocol and software, and the lack of 
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adaptability and scalability of these methods, identification 
rules or even identification software must be updated along 
with the new versions of known P2P applications. Moreover, 
these methods are usually incapable of identifying encrypted 
or unfamiliar P2P traffic. In this article, we propose a new 
method that makes use of comparatively steady non-content 
characteristics and traffic characteristics of applications, as the 
basis to identify class I P2P traffic. By observing and analyzing 
the traffic for individual user hosts and the application protocols, 
we find that the maximum difference between BT-like traffic 
of a single user and traffic of traditional or class II P2P 
applications might lie in the distribution characteristic of 
involved remote hosts. Moreover, the distribution of remote 
ports is also worthy of consideration. Therefore, we define 
two metrics ‘the discreteness of remote hosts’ (RHD) and ‘the 
discreteness of remote ports’ (RPD) that are used to observe 
whether user traffic contains class I P2P traffic therein. Tests 
on real Internet traffic show that BT-like traffic can be 
detected quite soon based on these two metrics with high 
accuracy. This article takes BT for an example to discuss the 
traffic characteristics of class I P2P applications, and that the 
traffic identification method proposed is universal to all class 
I P2P applications. 

The remaining sections of this article are organized as 
follows. Section 2 discusses related research. Section 3 
explores traffic characteristics of popular applications, and 
deduces that BT-like traffic can be identified according to the 
discreteness of remote hosts and remote ports in single host’s 
traffic. Section 4 presents the RHD and RPD-based method to 
identify class I P2P traffic. Section 5 describes the 
experiments and results to show the efficiency of the 
proposed method. Section 6 concludes the article. 

2  Related work 

Traffic identification has already been widely applied for 
several years in many fields, such as Internet protocol (IP) 
quality of service, intrusion detection, usage-based accounting, 
and application-specific traffic engineering. For example, 
intrusion detection systems usually contain signature 
matching-based application recognition modules. Cisco 
Internet operating system (IOS) has introduced network-based 
application recognition (NBAR) [4] feature, which identifies 
applications and protocols from Layer 4 through Layer 7 
based on contents of packets. Identifying P2P application 
traffic primarily uses fixed port-based, dynamic port-based, 
and application signature-based recognition methods [8,16]. 
But these methods are unlikely to identify encrypted P2P 
traffic or unfamiliar P2P traffic; moreover, identification rules 
must be updated frequently to adapt to the knowledge of P2P 
applications. 

Thus, to identify P2P traffic, new methods not merely 
relying on contents of packets have been adopted since 2004 
[6,13–15]. In Ref. [13], a method of identifying P2P flows 
based on connection patterns of P2P networks in the Internet 
core is first proposed. However, there are two defects in this 
method: first, its algorithm relies on two primary heuristics to 
identify P2P flows and several other heuristics to decrease the 
risk of false positives, which results in poor performance. 
Second, all flows generated by both source and destination 
hosts behind network address translators (NAT) might be 
considered as P2P by error, according to one of the primary 
heuristics: source-destination IP pairs that concurrently use 
both transmission control protocol (TCP) and user datagram 
protocol (UDP) during t but do not use special ports are 
considered as P2P. Our method will overcome these defects. 
This method can identify BT-like traffic even if it traverses 
NATs by setting the measurement point ahead of the NAT of a 
stub network. In addition, the method requires no exceptional 
disposals and leads to better performance. BLINC (BLINd 
Classification) [14] analyzes patterns of host behavior at the 
transport layer and operates at three levels of host behavior: 
social, functional and application levels. It is the first study 
that associates hosts with applications. However, no full 
algorithm is given in Ref. [14], and BLINC should be 
carefully refined to improve its practicability. A technique that 
relies on observation of the size of the first five data packets 
of a TCP flow is proposed in Ref. [15] to identify applications, 
which is quite simple and allows early classification of 
applications. Another method based on the analysis of the 
protocol used by a P2P application and an extraction of 
specific patterns unique to the protocol that can be shown by 
an IP packet level, is designed in Ref. [6] to detect P2P traffic. 
It even supports identification of encrypted P2P traffic, 
although the pattern extraction is complex. However, both 
methods proposed in Refs. [15] and [6] can be easily 
circumvented, and they are not tolerant to loss in packet 
collection. In contrast, our method based on two elaborately 
defined metrics that are insensitive to loss in packet collection 
is efficient and robust. 

3  Traffic characteristic analysis of BT-like and other 
applications 

To find out the essential traffic difference between BT-like 
applications and other applications, we first study protocols 
and traffic of applications. 

3.1  Definitions of TCP/UDP flows 

Both traffic characteristic analysis and identification of 
class I P2P traffic on the borders of stub networks need 
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classify packets into flows. In this article, a flow is defined by 
5-tuple (local IP, local port, remote IP, remote port, protocol), 
and a flow is considered to have expired if no more packets 
belonging to the flow have been observed for a certain period 
of time [16].  

Internet protocol packets that shuttle between specific local 
endpoint (local IP, local port, protocol) and specific remote 
endpoint (remote IP, remote port, protocol), carry transport- 
level protocol data units, and arrive under specified timeout 
constraints, should belong to a TCP or UDP flow. An IP 
packet belonging to no active flows (see below) will result in 
a new flow. A flow has two states as follows: 

1) S_ACTIVE, i.e. active state. The state for a new flow is 
S_ACTIVE, and it remains unchanged until no new packets 
of the flow arrive for longer than specified timeout interval. 

2) S_TIMEOUT, i.e. timeout state. If no new packets of a 
flow arrive for longer than specified timeout interval, the state 
of the flow turns to S_TIMEOUT. The timeout intervals for 
TCP and UDP flows are both set as 4 seconds throughout this 
article.

Flows with the state of S_ACTIVE are termed active flows, 
flows with the state of S_TIMEOUT are termed inactive 
flows, and active flows that coexist at a time are called 
concurrent flows at that time.  

3.2  Analysis method 

To analyze traffic characteristics of applications, we 
designed a flow statistics tool. This tool can monitor IP traffic 
and classify IP packets into flows, calculate the duration, the 
total of inbound/outbound octets, and the total inbound/ 
outbound packets of each flow, update the state of each flow, 
and reckon the number of concurrent flows for each local host 
at any time. To analyze traffic characteristics of different 
applications, we run each application separately and deduce 
traffic characteristics based on the flow statistics output of the 
tool and analysis of application protocols. 

3.3  Traffic characteristics of BT 

Through observations, we find that BT traffic of a single BT 
client usually contains both TCP and UDP flows. Now, NAT 
[17–18] devices are often placed at the borders of stub networks 
to allow internal network hosts with private addresses to 
transparently communicate with outer hosts. Among BT traffic 
of an internal network host, TCP flows consist of P2P 
connections with outer hosts with globally unique addresses 
(global hosts), TCP connections for attempting to connect with 
peers in other internal networks or newly off-line peers and 
TCP connections to tracker servers (if any). The UDP flows 
consist of P2P connections to hosts in other internal networks 

or to global hosts with ‘refusing all inbound SYN packets’ 
configured in their firewalls, and probably UDP flows between 
the host and tracker servers (if exist). 

We sum up the characteristics of a BT client’s traffic as 
follows:

1) TCP and UDP flows often coexist. But a BT client 
seldom has both TCP and UDP flows within one and the same 
peer host at the same time during the process of downloading, 
although it may occur occasionally.  

2) A BT client seldom has more than one association with 
one and the same remote endpoint at the same time during the 
process of downloading. 

3) Because BT clients can operate on arbitrary ports, 
remote endpoints of a BT client usually differ in both remote 
port number and remote IP address. 

4) The numbers of concurrent TCP or UDP flows are 
unstable, and so is the proportion between them. If no 
constraints are configured in a BT client, then the number and 
the proportion are mostly related to both the number of peers 
that tracker servers have returned and the ways those peers 
access the Internet. The number of concurrent flows usually 
ranges from a dozen to even more than a hundred. 

5) The ratio of short flows (containing less than 5 packets) 
to all flows is fairly high. The reasons for this are that peers as 
nonprofessional servers may take part in or leave BT 
downloading freely, and that there are sorts of limitations 
brought by NATs, firewalls and configuration of BT clients. 

6) BT traffic usually contains more long flows than traffic 
of other type applications. Long flow is the flow that has 
plenty of packets (e.g., more than 100 packets) and lasts long 
time (e.g. more than 15 s).  

Source-destination IP pairs that concurrently use both TCP 
and UDP during t and do not use some specified ports (such 
as 53), are considered as P2P in Ref. [13]. From the above 1), 
it is seen that only a very small part of BT traffic can be 
identified by this method. From the analysis earlier, it seems 
that such features as the number of long flows, proportion of 
short flows, in-out packets ratio of a flow, and particularly the 
number of concurrent flows might be used to identify BT 
traffic. Here we only discuss the last feature. 

We use BT to download a non-hot file and a fairly hot file 
respectively, and monitor the BT traffic using the flow 
statistics tool. The numbers of concurrent flows over a period 
of time in two cases are shown in Fig. 1. It shows that the 
number of concurrent TCP or UDP flows fluctuates with time; 
the total number of both types of concurrent flows when 
downloading the non-hot file may be only several at times, 
whereas it is usually a dozen or even more when downloading 
the hot file. Furthermore, the bit rate obtained when 
downloading a hot file is usually much higher. It is obvious 
that the more peers a BT client connects to, the more 
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concurrent flows will be and the more bandwidth the BT 
client can obtain. 

(a) The number of concurrent flows when downloading a  
non-hot file (Nov 8 14:08–14:21 2005) 

(b) The number of concurrent flows when downloading a 
fairly hot file (Nov 13 15:02–15:09 2005) 

Fig. 1  The number of concurrent TCP/UDP flows in two 
cases of BT downloading 

3.4  Traffic characteristics of other types of applications 

Here, we first discuss three traditional client/server-based 
applications: Web, file transfer protocol (FTP), and E-mail. 
During visiting Web sites, a user often tells the Web client 
Web addresses by clicking hyperlinks. One click will result in 
one or even several Web pages returned. A Web page is 
usually composed of a hyper-text markup language (HTML) 
document and other elements (such as images, flashes, and 
even other HTML documents) that may even be separately 
stored in several Web servers. A Web client usually in turn 
opens several local TCP ports that are used to establish 
connections with service ports of relevant Web servers for 
downloading all elements of a Web page in parallel. Figure 2 
shows the variation of the number of concurrent flows when a 
single user accessing SINA Web site. The Web traffic of a 
single user is generally intermittent, and has quite a few 
concurrent TCP flows now and then, where multiple flows 

commonly share one remote endpoint. In addition, UDP flows 
in Web traffic are just composed of domain name system 
(DNS) requests and responses. However, according to the 
flow definition and the specified timeout, there might be a 
number of ‘concurrent’ UDP flows. 

Fig. 2  The number and RHD of concurrent flows when 
visiting SINA Web site on a host (Nov 18 11:42–11:51 2005) 

With regard to FTP, a traditional FTP client always 
establishes a control connection with a FTP server to transfer 
commands (such as cd, ls, get) and the execution status. Any 
command having contents to be returned will render a data 
connection to be established. Therefore, there are 1 or 2 
concurrent TCP flows and 1 concurrent UDP flow (DNS 
related) at most during accessing FTP servers by using a FTP 
client.

As for E-mail, there are two styles of E-mail prevailing 
today. One is the web style. Traffic of such E-mail differs 
from traffic of general Web in that its uploading traffic might 
be large. The number of concurrent flows is also associated 
with web pages. The other style is traditional E-mail based on 
simple mail transfer protocol and post office protocol with 
only few concurrent flows in the traffic. 

Class II P2P applications such as popular QQ and Skype, 
primarily provide text, audio or video exchange between 
peers. A QQ client usually uses UDP to contact QQ servers or 
to establish P2P connections with its peers for voiced chatting, 
while uses TCP for written chatting. The number of 
concurrent flows in a single host’s QQ or Skype traffic 
primarily depends on the number of peers the client 
simultaneously communicates with, and it may grow big 
during accessing servers or updating peers information. 

3.5  The difference in essence between BT-like and other 
applications 

It can be seen from the analysis earlier that there usually 
exist few concurrent flows in a single user’s traffic of FTP, 
traditional E-mail, or class II P2P applications. Whereas, both 
Web and BT traffic may contain many concurrent flows, thus 
it is inappropriate to identify BT traffic simply based on the 
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number of concurrent flows. 
We show flow keys of concurrent TCP or UDP flows at 

certain times of BT traffic in Fig. 1(a) in Table 1. Table 2 
provides flow keys of concurrent TCP flows at certain times 
of Web traffic in Fig. 2. By comparing the flow keys in the 
two tables, we find that the reason why BT-like applications 
can get more network resources is just the essential difference 
between them and other applications. A client of class I P2P 
applications is usually voluntary to connect to more peers to 
the best of its abilities to download large files as soon as 
possible. Whereas, the main goal of class II P2P applications 
is to facilitate users communication with each other; thus, 
each client usually communicates with merely few peers 
simultaneously. Traditional applications use the C/S mode and 
in general each client communicates with only one or a small 
quantity of servers simultaneously. Therefore, even if there 
exist a number of concurrent flows, they can be aggregated 
into few groups by visited servers with multiple flows versus 
one server. For example, in general, many concurrent flows 
may be involved in a Web page’s traffic, but the involved 
servers are always few in one or few stub networks. Compared 
with the Web, a BT client occupying volumes of bandwidth 
almost always communicates with many peers; moreover, the 
possibility that the peers scatter in various stub networks is 
much bigger than the possibility that peers congregate in few 
stub networks. Therefore, we consider using the discreteness of 
remote hosts (RHD) of concurrent flows to identify BT-like 
traffic. 

Table 1 Examples of flow keys, RHDs and RPDs of 
concurrent flows when downloading a non-hot file on a 
single host 

Time t1 t2
Concurrent TCP or 
UDP flows at a time:  
(local port, remote IP 
address, remote port) 

TCP flows: 8n
1061  221.x.7.152   12170 
1060  60.x.83.68  40617 
1059  218.x.216.40  15922 
1057  218.x.17.228  27113 
1056  60.x.123.191  16277 
1055  218.x.216.22  15922 
1051  218.x.17.228  27113 
1048  218.x.111.100  8080 

UDP flows: 7n
15922  62.x.154.47   14342
15922  61.x.160.216   2994
15922  61.x.241.159 16881
15922  221.x.79.175  31832
15922  221.x.55.209  10215
15922  24.x.49.82 21018
15922  218.x.17.228 27113

(a stub network that 
remote hosts reside 
in, the number of 
flows whose remote 
hosts reside in this 
network) 

RHD

221.x.7.152/23  1 
60.x.83.68/23    1 
218.x.216.40/23   2 
218.x.17.228/23   2 
60.x.123.191/23  1 
218.x.111.100/23 1

6m ,  RHD = 2 

62.x.154.47/23   1 
61.x.160.216/23  1 
61.x.241.159/23  1 
221.x.79.175/23  1 
221.x.55.209/23  1 
24.x.49.82/23 1
218.x.17.228/23  1 

7m ,  RHD = 2.81 
RPD 6m ,  RPD = 2 7m ,  RPD = 2.81 

Note: x substitutes for any value ranging from 0 to 255. 

Moreover, today’s BT-like applications seldom use well- 
defined port numbers; they prefer randomly designated port 
numbers with the intention to avoid being identified easily. In 
contrast, Web application usually uses fixed port numbers, 

and each class II P2P application usually uses both predefined 
and random port numbers. Therefore, it is suggested to 
combine the RPD with RHD to identify BT-like traffic. 

Table 2  Examples of flow keys, RHDs and RPDs of concurrent 
TCP flows when visiting SINA web site on a single host 

Time t1 t2
Concurrent TCP flows 
at a time:  
(local port, remote IP 
address, remote port) 

2907 a.b.201.130  80 
2902  a.b.201.89   80 
2901  a.b.201.89   80 
2899  a.b.201.89   80 
2896  a.b.201.89   80 
2893  c.d.78.202   80 
2890  a.b.201.12   80 

7n

3613  a.b.201.90   80 
3612  a.b.201.235  80 
3611  a.b.201.90   80 
3610  a.b.201.130  80 
3609  a.b.201.130  80 
3607  a.e.167.57   80 
3605  a.b.201.98   80 
3601  a.b.201.98   80 
3587  a.b.201.98   80 

9n
(a stub network that 
remote hosts reside in, 
the number of flows 
whose remote hosts 
reside in this network) 
RHD

a.b.201.130/23  6 
c.d.78.202/23  1 

2,  RHD 0.43m

a.b.201.90/23  8 
a.e.167.57/23  1 

2,  RHD 0.37m

RPD 1,  RPD 0m  1,  RPD 0m

Note: a, b, c, d and e substitute for specific values for bytes in an IP address. 

4  RHD and RPD-based identification of class I P2P 
traffic 

4.1  Definition of RHD 

In information theory and communication theory, the 
quantity of information for a message is tightly associated 
with the probability that the message occurs, where the 
smaller probability is, the larger amount of information the 
message will contain. Similarly, with regard to concurrent 
flows of a single host, the more proportion of flows with their 
remote hosts belonging to the same stub network, the less 
discreteness of remote hosts of these flows. 

Therefore, referring to principle of entropy, we define RHD 
for concurrent TCP or UDP flows at time t as follows:  

inst 2
1

1( ) log
m

i i

nD t
n x

                           (1) 

where n denotes the number of concurrent flows at time t, m
denotes the number of diverse stub networks that remote hosts 
of the flows belong to (obviously, m n), and xi denotes the 
number of flows with their remote hosts residing in the same 
network i. The network prefix length of stub networks is set 
as 23 in this article, and RHDs should be calculated for 
concurrent TCP or UDP flows. 

4.2  Comparison of RHDs for different application traffic 

1) Discreteness of remote hosts for BT traffic of a single 
host

The number of concurrent flows for BT traffic of a single 
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host fluctuates with the amount and states of peers (Fig. 1), 
but there are great probabilities that RHD has fairly high 
numerical value anyway (Fig. 3). To make it clear, we show 
both flow keys and RHDs of concurrent TCP or UDP flows at 
some traffic times in Fig. 1(a), as shown in Table 1. 

2) RHD for traditional and class II P2P application traffic 
of a single host 

During the time of a user visiting a Web site, the number of 
concurrent flows may be great at some times, but RHD is 
always low because different flows often have the same 
remote host and remote port. Figure 2 shows both RHD and 
the number of concurrent flows when a single user accesses 
SINA Web site. Table 2 provides specific flow keys and 
RHDs of concurrent TCP flows at some times. When a user 
visits multiple Web sites simultaneously (i.e., multiple Web 
pages are downloaded from different Web sites), the RHD of 
TCP flows may increase. However, except for the Web traffic 
aroused by special programs that can automatically access 
many Web sites at the same time, the RHD for ordinary Web 
traffic of a user usually remains moderately low, because few 
users visit many (e.g., more than 5) Web sites simultaneously. 

(a) RHD of concurrent flows when downloading a non-hot file 

(b) RHD of concurrent flows when downloading a fairly hot file 
Fig. 3  RHD for BT traffic in two cases of Fig. 1 

When a user accessing a FTP server, the number of 
concurrent flows remains few, and RHD remains 0 because of 
duplicate remote host for both control and data connections. 
The RHD will increase when a user accesses multiple FTP 

servers. However, this case seldom occurs. The reasons might 
be that seldom users have such habit because the obtainable 
data rates usually dissatisfy users. The RHD for E-mail traffic 
of a single host is also low.  

For QQ or Skype traffic of a single host, RHDs usually 
remain moderately low and moderately stable because only a 
small amount of concurrent flows exist therein. However, if a 
host uses QQ and Web concurrently, RHD may approach to 
the value of downloading a non-hot file with the use of a BT 
client. Thus, we introduce RPD below and some preprocesses 
to make hosts generating BT-like traffic more prominent. 

4.3  Definition of RPD 

Similar to RHD, RPD for concurrent TCP or UDP flows at 
time t is defined as:  

inst 2
1

1( ) log
m

i i

nP t
n x

                             (2) 

where n denotes the number of concurrent flows at time t, m
denotes the number of diverse port numbers of the flows 
(obviously, m n), and xi denotes the number of flows with 
their remote ports equal to the ith port number. RPDs should 
also be calculated for concurrent TCP or UDP flows respectively. 

In general, the RPD for BT-like traffic is the highest, 
followed by the RPD for class II P2P traffic, and the lowest is 
the RPD for traditional application traffic. Examples are given 
in Tables 1 and 2. 

4.4  Algorithm 

Our RHD and RPD-based method is built on the earlier 
analysis of both RHD and RPD for traffic of different 
applications on a single host and user behavior characteristics. 
This method needs to monitor traffic of every internal host at 
the borders of a stub network, and uses two criteria as 
follows:

Criteria 1 (C1)  Instant RHD-based identification: if instant 
RHD for UDP flows of a host’s traffic is greater than 
threshold DU (e.g. 2.2), or the sum of instant RHD for TCP 
flows and that for UDP flows is greater than Dsum (e.g. 2.8), it 
can be concluded that BT-like traffic is contained in the host’s 
traffic. 

Criteria 2 (C2)  Average RHD-based identification: if the 
sum of the average RHD for TCP flows and that for UDP 
flows of a host’s traffic during an measurement interval (e.g. 
T =10 s) is greater than threshold DsumOfAvg (less than Dsum, e.g., 
2.5), it can be concluded that BT-like traffic is contained in 
the host’s traffic. 

The algorithm is described as follows: 
Monitor every inbound or outbound IP packet and classify 

it into a specific flow based on the 5-tuples and the flow 
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timeout. 
Flows are first grouped by their local IP addresses. A flow 

record includes flow key, flow state, start time, and last packet 
arrival time of the flow. No packet payload needs to be 
monitored and recorded. 

For each active host H during every measurement interval 
(T s):  

At every G s (G<T/20):
1) Check whether each active TCP or UDP flow of host H

has timed out, and update the state of timed out flows. 
2) If the number of concurrent TCP flows is not less than 

MintoPreDispose (tentatively set as 12), then group the TCP 
flows according to pseudo remote endpoint (remote IP 
network prefix, remote port), and weed those groups with at 
least MinFCtoWeed (tentatively set as 5) members (not delete, 
only exclude these groups of flows from calculating RHD or 
RPD). The same step is used for concurrent UDP flows. 

3) Calculate two RHDs (i.e. instant RHD, defined by Eq. (1)) 
for concurrent TCP and UDP flows of the host, and RHD is 
taken as zero if the number of concurrent flows is zero. 

4) If RHD is between [LowRHD, HighRHD], then group 
concurrent flows according to their remote ports, calculate the 
RPD (i.e. instant RPD defined by Eq. (2)), and update instant 
RHD as follows: 

inst 1 inst 2 inst( ) ( ) ( )D t w D t w P t                        (3) 
where LowRHD, HighRHD, w1 and w2 are tentatively set as 
0.5, 3.5, 0.6 and 0.4 respectively. 

5) Use criteria 1 to distinguish whether BT-like P2P traffic 
is contained in the current traffic of host H. If yes, then report, 
‘It was identified that BT-like traffic was contained in traffic 
of host H according to C1’. 

6) Update two average RHDs of TCP and UDP flows of 
the host. Let ( )

inst
kD  be the kth instant RHD during this 

measurement interval, and the average RHD is defined as: 
( )

( ) ( 1) inst
avg avg

1 ;    1
k

k kk DD D k
k k

                     (4) 

Adopt Criteria 2 to distinguish whether BT-like P2P traffic 
is contained in traffic of host H. If yes, then report, ‘It was 
identified that BT-like traffic was contained in traffic of host 
H according to C2’.  

Delete records of timed out flows. 
Class I P2P traffic can be fairly efficiently identified quite 

soon using C1 that only checks instant-RHDs for concurrent 
flows of a host. However, if thresholds are set higher, BT-like 
traffic with few peers or with a few peers accompanied by 
much Web traffic may not be identified. On the contrary, if 
thresholds are set lower, user traffic for accessing many 
traditional servers providing different services concurrently 
may be identified as containing BT traffic. Since false 
positives should be minimized, thus thresholds should rather 

be set a little higher. 
Because of the burst property of Web traffic, even if the 

instant RHD for pure Web traffic of a single host may be a 
little high sometimes, it will not last long, i.e., the average 
RHD is usually very low. The instant RHD for mixed traffic 
of Web and class II P2P of a single host may be rather high 
sometimes, but it will not last long, either, i.e., the average 
RHD is usually low. The instant RHD for traffic of a single 
host containing BT-like traffic is often not low; moreover, it 
will last long, which usually results in high average RHD. 
Thus, C2 is better in accuracy while not better in real time 
than C1. 

In addition, it must be mentioned that the method proposed 
in this article is used to identify whether the traffic of user 
hosts (excluding traditional servers) in a stub network 
contains BT-like traffic; traffic of traditional servers (e.g. Web, 
FTP, E-mail, TELNET servers) in the network must be 
omitted. 

5  Experiments 

5.1  Experimental setup 

We designed a filter according to the above algorithm. To 
verify the efficacy of our RHD- and RPD-based method, we 
also designed a content filter that identifies applications by 
matching port numbers and application signatures. These two 
filters are run on two hosts, which as well as some other hosts 
are connected to a share Hub residing on a subnet in our 
campus network. The two filters monitor the traffic between 
hosts connected to the Hub and hosts outside the subnet and 
perform class I P2P traffic identification. 

In our tests, by experience, we set both flow timeouts for 
TCP and UDP flows as 4 s, the length of network prefix as 23, 
the measurement interval T as 10 s, and DsumOfAvg as 2.5.

5.2  Experimental results 

To save the length of the article, we mainly verify the 
efficacy of C2. Results of three experiments are shown in Fig. 4, 
where X-coordinate is time (unit: s), and Y-coordinate is the 
sum of average RHD for TCP flows and that for UDP flows 
of each host.  

According to C2, Fig. 4(a) shows that host h7 and h2 
generate BT-like traffic. By matching IP packets with 
well-known port numbers and application signatures, it is 
seen that host h7 uses PPLive to watch network TV, host h2 
uses BT to download files, host h1 uses Web, QQ, and MSN, 
host h4 uses network time service and the Web, and other 
hosts primarily use traditional applications. Thus, the 
judgments about all hosts prove to be true. 
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Figure 4(b) shows that hosts h1 and h3 generate BT-like 
traffic. By analyzing IP packets, it can be seen that host h1 
uses PPLive, host h3 uses KuGoo to enjoy music, host h2 
uses QQ and the Web, and other users use Web or FTP service. 
There are no false positives or false negatives in this 
experiment. 

Figure 4(c) shows that hosts h2 and h5 generate BT-like 
traffic. By analyzing IP packets, it can be seen that hosts h2 
and h5 use BT, host h1 uses MSN, QQ and the Web, and host 
h6 uses network time service and the Web, and other users 
primarily use traditional applications. There are hardly any
false positives or false negatives in this experiment. 

Many experiments are conducted, of which the results 
show that the accuracy of BT-like traffic identification based 
on C2 averagely exceeds at least 95%. 

(a) Experiment 1 (22:03–22:19 July 5, 2006) 

(b) Experiment 2 (15:50–15:56 June 26, 2006) 

(c) Experiment 3 (21:45–21:54 July 5, 2006) 
Fig. 4  The sum of average RHD for TCP flows and that for 
UDP flows of each host 

To have a glance at C1, we display the sum of instant RHD 
for TCP flows and that for UDP flows of each host in 
experiment 3 every 400 ms or so in Fig. 5. Figure 5 shows 
that although there exist false positives and false negatives 
when using C1 to identify BT-like traffic, the confidence of 
the judgments by C1 is fairly high. 

Fig. 5  The sum of instant RHD for TCP flows and that for 
UDP flows of each host in experiment 3 (21:45–21:54 July 5, 
2006)

6  Conclusions 

This article focuses on identification of file-sharing P2P 
traffic of single hosts based on a stable non-content 
characteristic, that is, traffic characteristics. By analyzing 
application protocols and traffic, it is found that the most 
striking difference between traffic of file-sharing P2P 
applications and traffic of traditional and QQ-like P2P 
applications lies in the distribution of remote hosts as well as 
remote ports involved. Remote hosts of flows always cluster 
in few networks in the latter traffic, whereas always fairly 
disperse in the former traffic. Remote ports of flows are 
usually well known and few in traffic of traditional 
applications, whereas greatly disperse in BT-like traffic. There 
are both fixed and random remote port numbers in the 
QQ-like P2P traffic. Therefore, a method based on RHD and 
RPD is proposed to identify whether a local user host has 
been generating BT-like traffic at the edge of stub networks 
(such as access networks or enterprise networks), where IP 
addresses of local hosts are visible. Experimental results show 
that the accuracy of our method is more than 95%. 

Unlike content-based methods, the method proposed needs 
neither anatomy of P2P protocols nor packet-payload 
examination. The method is traffic characteristics-based, and 
it can identify whether there are class I P2P traffic no matter 
what ports (fixed, random, or disguised ports) and application 
signatures are used, no matter whether encryption is used or 
not, and no matter whether protocols are known or unknown. 
Thus, the method is better in scalability than content-based 
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methods. 
Compared with other non-content methods, the proposed 

method has similar scalability, better performance, better 
accuracy particularly for traffic between hosts behind NATs, 
and is more suitable for detection of BT-like traffic to restrict 
it during working hours. 
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